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She Married Osama Bin Laden's Brother. Now She Dares to Tell Her Story. This international

bestseller gives the shocking account of what it's like to be a woman-even a wealthy woman from a

privileged family-in Saudi Arabia today. In an unprecedented act, Carmen Bin Ladin dares to throw

off the veil that conceals one of the most powerful, secretive, and repressive countries in the

world-and the Bin Laden family's role within it.
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This is a very interesting tale from the sister-in-law of Osama Bin Laden, who was married to one of

his many brothers until the mid-1990s. While the author does comment on Osama from time to time,

the real interest of the book is her insider's perspective on how the Saudi Arabs behave, the women

as much as the men.I found myself having a lot of compassion for people who live so bifurcated a

life as the author says the Saudis do. She relates many instances of Saudi women and men

behaving entirely differently when visiting Europe than they do in their daily lives in their own

country. And she tells of some of her own behaviors that would seem entirely appropriate to most of

us -- such as walking across the street to her sister-in-law's home -- that were scandalous for a

woman to do in Saudi Arabia. Apparently, accepted practice was for a woman to be DRIVEN IN A

CAR across the street, since to appear in public, even covered by a black abaya (aka chador, aka

burkha), was immodest according to the Saudi's fanatically strict interpretation of Islam. These guys

are so afraid of women that it would be laughable if their treatment of women weren't so criminal.

And the older Saudi women are as bad as the men, forcing young women to adopt codes of



behavior that reduce them to chattel property of the men in their families.And the author doesn't shy

away from pointing out the role that money plays in Saudi society. Like everywhere else in the

world, when money talks, everybody walks, but the incredible wealth of the Bin Ladens sets them

above the inhuman strictures of Saudi society so that they were -- and presumably still are --able to

escape much of the oppression that afflicts those of more modest means. One wonders how the

poor survive in that society.
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